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JUDGMENT 

1. The accused Persons Amena Bibi, Shimali Bibi, Shahalom Sk, Shahzamal Sk and 

Momtaz Bibi stood trial for offences punishable under section 147/447/323/354/506 of the 

Indian Penal Code. 

 

2. The prosecution case in brief is that one Shahinur Islam, lodged an ejahar before the 

Officer in charge of the Mankachar Police station alleging inter-alia that on 11.10.13 at about 

4.00 pm the above named accused persons assaulted his wife by ‘Lathi’, Brick, hands etc. 

When she resisted the accused persons from encroaching the land of the informant then the 



accused persons outraged the modesty of the wife of the informant Jobeda Khatun by 

pulling her cloths. It is also alleged in the ezahar that the accused persons dragged the wife 

of the informant to their house and left her unconscious after beating severely. Thereafter 

when the informant went to bring his wife back along with some other villagers the accused 

persons threatened them out by scolding with obscene words.  

 

3. Accordingly, Sukchar P.S. case no 130/13 u/s 147/447/325/394/506 IPC was 

registered investigated into and finally charge sheet was submitted against the present 

accused persons Amena Bibi, Shimali Bibi, Shahalom Sk, Shahzamal Sk and Momtaz Bibi u/s 

147/447/323/354/506 IPC.  

4. On his making appearance for facing the trial, copies were furnished to the accused 

Persons and charges u/s 147/447/323/354/506 IPC was framed against the accused 

Persons. On being read over and explained the contents of the charge u/s 

147/447/323/354/506 IPC the accused persons pleaded not guilty and claimed to be tried. 

 

5. During the course of trial the prosecution examined as many as 9 (nine) witnesses 

namely Sahinur Islam as PW-1, Jobeda Khatun as PW-2, Abdul Sohid Sheikh as PW-3, 

Gulesta Bibi as PW-4, Joygun Nessa as PW-5, Abdul Basir Sheikh as PW-6, Dr. Nurul Islam 

as PW-7, Azahabar Ali Sheikh as PW-8 and S.I. Amrendra Patgiri as PW-9. The prosecution 

exhibitted the medical report as Ext.1, FIR as Ext.2 and the charge sheet as Ext.3. The 

accused persons were there after examined u/s 313 of the Cr.P.C. and the accused persons 

submitted that they would adduce evidence on their behalf. However, later the accused 

persons submitted that they are not interested to adduce any defence evidence. 

 

6. Both sides advanced their respective arguments. 

 

7. Points for determination:  

 

The points which are required to determine for arriving at a just decision of this case are 

as follows. 

(i) Whether the accused persons on 10.10.13 at about 4.00 pm at Village- Tatipura 

under Sukchar PS committed rioting and thereby committed an offence punishable 

u/s 147 of the Indian Penal Code? 

(ii) Whether the accused persons on the same day, time and place committed 

criminal trespass into the land of the informant and thereby committed an offence 

punishable u/s 447 of the Indian Penal Code? 



(iii) Whether the accused persons on the same day, time and place voluntarly caused 

hurt to the wife of the informant by beating her with ‘Lathi’, brick, hand and leg 

and thereby committed an offence punishable u/s 323 of the Indian Penal Code? 

(iv) Whether the accused persons on the same day, time and place torn the cloths of 

the wife of the informant with intention to outrage her modesty and thereby 

committed an offence punishable u/s 354 of the Indian Penal Code? 

(v) Whether the accused persons on the same day, time and place threatened the 

informant and thereby committed the offence punishable u/s 506 of the Indian 

Penal Code? 

 

Decision and reasons thereof: 

8. I have heard the arguments advanced by the ld. counsel for both the sides and 

perused the materials available in the case record. Let us now scrutinize the evidence on 

record for arriving at a just decision. 

 

9. PW-1 Sahinur Islam deposed that he is the informant of this case and he knows the 

accused persons. The occurrence took place before one year when he was absent at his 

home. The accused persons Shahalom and Shahzamal came to their house to cut tree and 

when his wife resisted then the accused Amina Bibi assaulted her and thereafter the other 

accused persons came and taken away his wife to their house and again assaulted her 

there. PW-1 also stated that when he was informed by a shopkeeper about the incident he 

went to the house of the accused persons to bring his wife back but the accused persons 

also tried to beat him. Then he called his father-in-law. When his father-in-law went to bring 

back the wife of the informant the accused persons refused to release her. Thereafter police 

personnel from Sukchar police station rescued his wife.  

In the cross-examination, PW-1 deposed that he has not seen the occurrence. 

Accused persons are his brothers and Sister-in-laws and the houses of the accused persons 

are adjacent to his house. The land where his house is situate belongs to his mother.  

10. PW-2 Jobeda Khatun deposed that she knows the accused persons and the 

informant is her husband. The occurrence took place before one year when her husband 

was not at home. The accused persons tried to cut a tree and when they were resisted by 

her then the accused persons beat her. PW-2 again deposed that when she entered into her 

home then the accused persons again dragged her out and assaulted her for which she 



became senseless and regain her sense after 2 days. She deposed that she sustained 

injuries on her head, arm and leg.  

In her cross-examination PW-2 deposed that the accused persons are her brother-in-

law, sister-in-law and mother-in-law and they live together in the same compound. She 

deposed that she does not know who were present at the place of occurrence except the 

accused persons as she became senseless. She also expressed her ignorance whether police 

came to the place of occurrence. She also deposed that she has not deposed before the 

police that she sustained injury on her leg, head and arm. She further deposed that she 

does not remember as to which accused came when. 

11. PW-3 Abdul Sohid Sheikh deposed that he knows the informant and the accused 

persons. The incident occurred about 4 years ago in the evening time. That day he went to 

Khopatia Bazar for marketing and on his return he was told by his wife that there was a 

quarrel between the mother-in-law Amina Bibi and daughter-in-law Jobeda Bibi. PW-3 also 

deposed that his wife and other villagers rescued them and later he advised them not to 

fight but they filed the case. Next day police came to the place of occurrence and asked him 

questions. 

In the cross-examination PW-3 admitted that at the time of alleged incident he was 

not present and he cannot say the names of other people who stopped the quarrel. He also 

deposed that his house is about 110 hands away from his house. The house of the accused 

persons and the victim are on the side of the village panchayat road which is busy road and 

the accused persons and victim are living peacefully. He also stated that police did not ask 

him any specific question with respect to the incident and he cannot say that whether the 

accused persons filed a case against the informant. 

12. PW-4 Gulesta Bibi deposed that she knows the informant and the accused Amina Bibi 

but she does not know other accused persons. The occurrence took place about 3 years ago 

in the evening time and at that time she has seen from the house of Joygun Nessa that the 

accused Amina Bibi and the victim Jobeda Khatun were pulling each other’s heir. Accused 

Amina Bibi is the mother-in-law of Jobeda Khatun and thereafter she came back to home 

when police interrogated him he told nothing. 

In the cross-examination, she deposed that her house is far away from the house of 

occurrence and the accused persons and victim are not her relatives. She was the first one 

to witness the incident. Accused and the victim live in the same campus. Accused Amena is 



an old lady and victim Jobeda is a young lady. Jobeda pulled Amena’s heir and threw her on 

ground and Amena shouted. She further deposed that she did not give any statement 

before the police. 

13. PW-5 Joygun Nessa deposed that she knows both the parties. The accused Amena 

Bibi is her sister-in-law. The incident took place about 3 years ago in evening time. On that 

day he heard hue and cry at the house of the complainant and thereafter complainant came 

to his house to call him but he refused to go there. Thereafter, when he and Gulesta were 

standing near his tube-well then he saw that accused Shimali Bibi and Jobeda i.e. the victim 

were pulling each other’s hair and when accused Amena went there to stop quarrel, the 

victim Jobeda pulled the hair of Amena and then both accused Amena and Shimali pulled 

the hair of Jobeda. He also deposed that later Amena took Jobeda to the house.  

In cross-examination PW-5 deposed that Jobeda and Amena live in the same place. 

14. PW-6 Abdul Basir Sheikh deposed that informant is his son-in-law and he knows of 

the accused persons. Before 3 years at about 6/7 PM he was informed over phone by one 

Sohiyat Zamal and his wife that his daughter is serious and accused persons have assaulted 

her. Then, he went to the place of occurrence and asked the accused persons to release his 

daughter Jobeda for treatment. But accused Amena refused saying that she would herself 

take Jobeda for treatment and thereafter he along with his daughter and son-in-law went to 

police station for filing ezahar. He also deposed that next morning he asked his daughter 

and she told that the accused persons assaulted her. He further submitted that he did not 

see the incident. In cross-examination, he deposed that the ezahar is not filed out of 

misunderstanding. 

15. PW-7 Dr. Nurul Islam who is the medical officer deposed that on 12.10.2013 at 

about 11.00 AM he examined Jobeda Bibi who complained of forcefull pulling of hair causing 

headache. He also found history of blow and kick on her back and chest. The MO opined 

that the nature of injury was simple and caused by blunt weapon. In cross examination PW-

7 deposed that he provided treatment as per the version of the patient and forcefull pulling 

of hair as well as blow and kick on back and chest were not visible. He also deposed that 

there was no external injury but internal injury could be there. The MO also stated that as 

per medical jurisprudence where there is no tissue damaged or any blood loss is observed 

then such kind of injuries are described as simple injury. THE MO proved the medical report 

i.e. Ext-1. 



16. PW- 8, Azahar Ali Sheikh, the investigating officer of the case deposed that on 

14.10.2013 while he was on duty as ASI in Sukchar Police Sation, he was endorsed to 

investigate the present case. Accordingly he recorded statement of the witnesses, collected 

medical report, arrested the accused persons and released them on bail and after conclusion 

of investigation submitted the case diary to O/C, Sukchar PS. He proved the FIR and the 

signatutre of the O/C, Sukchar PS. 

In the cross examination PW-8 deposed that the FIR was lodged on 14.10.2013 and 

the alleged incident occurred on 11.10.2013 and in the exhibit there is no reasons for 

causing delay is given and the alleged incident occurred about 3 km away from the Sukchar 

P.S. The IO deposed that the PW-1 did not stated before him that he was informed about 

the incident by a shopkeeper and he called his father in law to the place of occurrence. The 

IO also deposed that PW-6 did not stated before him that he was informed by phone that 

his wife was serious as accused persons assaulted her, when he asked the accused persons 

to let him to take his daughter for treatment then accused Amena refused saying that she 

would herself take Jobeda for treatment and then they went to thana and on the next day 

when he asked his daughter about the incident then she told that accused persons assaulted 

her. PW-8 further stated that during investigation he found that the informant and the 

accused persons live in the same compound. 

17. PW-9 Amarendra Patgiri who is another investigating officer of the case deposed that 

on 11.10.2013 he was posted as attached officer of Sukchar PS and he filed the charge 

sheet after completion of the investigation by PW-8. He proved the charge sheet i.e. Ext-3. 

In cross examination he stated that he did not conduct the investigation and submitted 

charge sheet as per instruction of the Officer-in-charge, Sukchar PS.  

 

18. On careful consideration of the substantive evidence on record it is clear that both 

the informant and the victim lives in the same compound along with the accused persons. 

Further, the informant, victim and the accused persons are close relatives. 

 

19. PW-1 who is the informant of this case deposed that before one year when he was 

absent at his home the accused persons shahalom and shahzamal came to cut tree and 

when his wife resisted then the accused persons assaulted her and thereafter the accused 

persons took his wife to their home and again assaulted her there.  However, in the cross 

examination PW-1 deposed that he has not seen the occurrence and he was informed about 

the incident by one shopkeeper. Contrary to that PW 8, the investigating officer in his cross 



examination stated that PW-1 did not stated before him that he was informed about the 

incident by a shopkeeper. 

 

20. PW 2 zubeda Khatun who is the alleged victim of this case deposed in the same tune 

with the PW-1 and stated that the accused persons try to cut a tree and when they were is 

resisted by the victim then she was beaten up by the accused persons however when on the 

one hand the PW-1 deposed that the accused persons took the victim to their house after 

assaulting her, PW 2 stated that when she was assaulted by the accused persons she 

entered into her home but the accused persons dragged her out and again beat her. PW-2 

again deposed that after the assault she regained her senses after two days. Per contra, the 

PW-6, who is the father of the victim deposed that on the next day of the incident he was 

told by the victim that the accused persons assaulted her.  

 

21. The evidence of PW3 cannot be considered being hearsay as he has not seen the 

occurrence himself and he was only told by his wife that there was a quarrel. PW-4 Gulesta 

Bibi and PW-5 Joygun Nessa in their evidence deposed that they have seen that the accused 

Amena Bibi and the victim Jobeda Khatun were pulling each other’s hair. However, in the 

cross examination PW-4 who claimed herself to be the first eye witness of the incident 

deposed that victim Jobeda pulled accused Amena by hair and threw her on ground and 

Amena shouted. PW-5 also deposed that when accused Simali Bibi and victim Jobeda 

Khatun were pulling each other’s hair, then accused Amena came and tried to stop them. 

PW-5 also deposed that accused Amena is innocent. Thus, comparative study of the PWs 

shows that where on one hand the informant and the victim are accusing Amena Bibi of 

assaulting Jobeda Khatun, on the other hand the independent witnesses deposed that it was 

the victim who pulled the hairs of accused Amena and threw her on ground when Amena 

tried to stop her daughter-in-laws from quarrelling with each other.  

 

22. PW-6, Adul Basir Sk, deposed that he was informed by one sahiyat Zamal and his 

wife about the incident but PW-1 deposed that he informed his father in law by phone. 

Further, PW-8, the IO proved the contradiction of the evidence adduced by PW-6 thereby 

making the evidence of PW-6 unbelievable. 

 

23. PW-1 deposed that the victim was rescued by the Police of Sukchar PS and 

thereafter the FIR was lodged. Where the prosecution alleged that the incident occurred on 

11.10.2013 but the Ext-2 i.e. the FIR was registered on 14.10.2013 and the prosecution is 

completely silent as to cause of delay of three days in lodging the FIIR. Under the facts of 



the present case and the numerous discrepancies in the evidence of prosecution witnesses, 

non-explanation of the reasons for three days delay in lodging the FIR corrodes the 

credibility of the prosecution case. In State of Rajasthan vs. Maharaj Singh (2004) 13 

SCC 165 it is also held by the Hon’ble Apex Court that delay in lodging FIR becomes 

material when it causes prejudice to the accused or where there is any doubt regarding the 

prosecution case. 

 

24. I have also perused the Ext-1 i.e. the medical report of the victim which shows that 

the victim had headache and history of blow and kick on back and chest. But the medical 

officer in his deposition stated that the history of blow and kick were not visible and there 

was no external injury. Let me concede here that the report of a Medical Officer is only an 

opinion as to the nature of injuries and is no proof. The proof of a case depends on the 

substantive evidence fed directly to the facts in issue or relevant to the fact in issue. But in 

this case the prosecution could not stand on their own foot to prove their case owing to the 

discrepancies in the evidence of the witnesses. 

 

25. The basic principle of criminal jurisprudence is that in order to prove a case against 

an accused the prosecution has to prove it beyond all reasonable doubt. The criminal 

jurisprudence further advocates that let hundred offenders be escaped but no innocent 

should be punished.  

 

26. From the above adumbration and decisions reached in the aforesaid points, it can be 

said that the prosecution has miserably failed to prove its case against the accused persons 

Amena Bibi, Shimali Bibi, Shahalom Sk, Shahzamal Sk and Momtaz Bibi. Accordingly, finding 

the accused persons Amena Bibi, Shimali Bibi, Shahalom Sk, Shahzamal Sk and Momtaz Bibi 

not guilty, they are acquitted of the charges levelled against them under section 

147/447/323/354/506. And as such, the accused persons be set at liberty forthwith. 

 

27. Bail bonds shall remain in force for next six months. 

 

Given under my hand and seal of the court on this 26th day of March, 2018. 

 

  

Typed by me 

            Judicial Magistrate First Class,  

                     Hatsingimari 



APPENDIX 

 

WITNESSES FOR PROSECUTION: 

PW.1………Sahinur Islam 

PW-2........Jobeda Khatun 

PW-3........Abdul Sohid Sheikh 

PW-4........Gulesta Bibi 

PW-5....... Joynal Nessa 

PW-6....... Abdul Basir Sheikh 

PW-7....... Dr. Nurul Islam 

PW-8....... Azahar Ali Sheikh 

PW-9....... S.I. Amrendra Patgiri 

 

WITNESSES FOR DEFENCE: 

NIL 

 

PROSECUTION EXHIBITS: 

Ext-1 : Medical report 

Ext-2 : FIR 

Ext-3 : Charge sheet 

 

DEFENCE EXHIBITS: 

NIL 

 

 

Judicial Magistrate First Class,  

Hatsingimari 

 

 

 

 


